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1- A lot of English words are derived………….Latin.
2. of

1. as

3. than

4. from

2- In the word 'unemployment', "employ" is the………… .
2. root

1. route

3. suffix

4. prefix

3- Word elements provide valuable clues to the meanings of unknown words, but they must be used

carefully. 'They' refers to.................... .
2. meanings

1. clues

3. word elements

4. unknown words

4- The student did not comprehend what the lecturer said. 'Comprehend' means………… .
3. remind

2. understand

1. forget

4. remember

5- English is the mother tongue of several million people in the world. 'Tongue' means……… .
2. tooth

1. mouth

3. history

4. language

6- The foreigner was unable to…….......……his ideas clearly.
2. expressive

1. express

3. expression

4. expressively

7- She should provide a topic for her discussion. 'Topic' means………… .
3. subject

2. opinion

1. idea

4. purpose

8- We must read and understand any material that has been touched on by the tutor. 'Tutor'

means………… .
2. manager

1. worker

3. teacher

4. student

3. relevantly

4. relevant

9- This university course is not………..to my job.
2. relevance

1. relate

10- In the sentence 'We study because we want to be graduated', the underlined part "because we

want to be graduated" is a(n)………… .
1. adjective clause

2. adverb clause

3. proverb

4. idiom

11- The girl's silence implied agreement. 'Implied' means…………… .
1. improved

2. disordered

3. suggested directly

4. suggested indirectly
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12- In reading you can get the meaning of a message by inference, i.e. the message is not given to you

directly. 'i.e.' means……. .
1. that is

2. this is

3. although

4. for example

13- The suffix '-ment' in the words "development" and "improvement" is a(n)…………..suffix.
1. noun making

2. verb making

3. adverb making

4. adjective making

14- The servant will clean the house.

The house will……………by the servant.
1. clean

2. cleaned

3. be cleaned

4. be clean

15- The study of the origin and history of words and their meanings is called………….. .
1. sociology

2. pathology

3. psychology

4. etymology

16- There are many different types of dictionaries. 'Types' means…………… .
1. aims

2. kinds

3. sizes

4. wides

17- The prefix 'de-' in the word "denotative" means……….. .
1. again

2. together

3. opposite

4. in favor of

3. locates

4. located

18- Do you know the new ……………of this project ?
1. location

2. locate

19- Most dictionaries give the word, ……….meanings and pronunciation.
1. its

2. it's

3. it

4. that

20- The books in the library are ………….according to subjects.
1. classify

2. classified

3. classifies

4. classification

21- I reinforced my friend's opinion to continue his studies. 'Reinforced' means………… .
1. rejected

2. removed

3. weakened

4. emphasized

22- With age and practice your…………or ability to remember previous events will develop.
1. head

2. memory

3. reminding

4. member

23- Please read the…………in the manual before you start this new machine.
1. instruct
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24- The clever student devised a new computer program. 'Devised' means……….. .
2. invented

1. inverted

3. printed

4. discouraged

25- He ……………that objects of different weights fall at the same speed.
1. demonstrate

2. demonstration

3. demonstrational

4. demonstrated

26- There are three types of memories: visual, audio, and………….. .
1. kinetic

2. reading

3. listening

4. watching

27- Keep ……..……by eating well and exercising regularly.
1. ill

2. sick

3. healthy

4. weak

28- In spoken language we should be careful not to raise questions for the sake of………..........them.
1. raise

2. raises

3. raising

4. raised

29- My sister has some experience in……..........…..treatment. She can cure headache and toothache for

example.
1. medical

2. cultural

3. social

4. educational

30- The students are familiar with the rules of the game. 'Familiar' is a(n)…………… .
1. verb
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